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Holger Schulze, author of the syndicated blog Everything Technology Marketing and manager 
of the 20,000-member B2B Technology Marketing Community on LinkedIn recently revealed 
results of a survey he conducted with the group’s b2b members about how they are addressing 
the issue of content marketing.  Based on 500 responses, Schulze found that content marketing 
is, indeed, growing by leaps and bounds within the B2B sector, with more 71% doing more 
content marketing than a year ago.  Industry-wide changes in how traditional marketing tactics 
are being received in the marketplace are prompting B2B organizations to focus on ways it can 
drive awareness, generate leads and engage prospects.  In fact, B2B companies are spending, 
on average, 20 percent of their marketing budget on content marketing, according to the survey 
results. 
 
Yet, content marketing is still a fairly new and complex initiative for most B2B organizations.  It 
is no surprise, then, that nearly a third of the survey’s respondents indicated a lack of resources 
and talent ranks as their fifth biggest content marketing challenge. Getting content to the right 
audience also makes the top five list of challenges. And over 31 percent of B2B marketers have 
difficulty measuring the results of content marketing. 
 
Not surprisingly, leaders are the metric the vast majority (73%) use to gauge content marketing 
success.  Content views and downloads (53%) also rank highly in terms of measurement. 
 
However, B2B organizations must be careful when creating a strategic plan for content 
initiatives.  They need first to make decisions on who they are trying to reach and how the 
content positioning should be defined.  Should the content be segmented by product, buyer 
persona, buying stage, market segment or a mix?  
 
Most respondents (55%) indicated that the most effective segmentation is market segment, 
followed by product category (40%).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nancy Pekala is the AMA’s Director of Online Content and Editor of B2B Marketing.  Be sure to 
continue the B2B content marketing conversation in the B2B Marketing group in 
AMAConnect™, the AMA’s online community. 


